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What farmers tell who took insurance in 2009

Eunice  Wamaitha 

The project came at the right time as we 
are suffering from drought. The compen-
sation boosted our planting at a time 
when we had no money for seed. 
After the training I thought they might not 
pay, our friends even told us that we were 
being lied to. But I decided to try. After the 
payout I was happy and told others I have 
been paid. Can we also get insurance for 
beans?

James Ndii Muchina 

I was 50-50 about insurance paying, I 
have known insurance to refuse to pay 
claims. But they actually did pay out. The 
insurance is limited because it doesn’t 
take labor into consideration. Can you  
insure non-germination of maize seed

Alice Wanja 

They said they would pay if crop fails. I 
was 50-50 because I was not sure they 
would pay. But  they kept their promise.

Eunice Wamai

Many around here thought we were being 
lied to. I was 50-50 I thought they might 
not pay. The insurance company was 
honest and I was glad. Can I insure snow 
peas seeds, and fertilizer?

Jane Nyakweya

We have lost crop before and never got 
compensation. I heard there is compen-
sation and since we usually buy Duma I 
decided to try this insurance. Before the 
payout I thought: so you still think about 
us?

Lucy Wanjugu

The seeds and chemicals are expensive. 
They promised that we would be able 
to get seed after the compensation for 
planting another season.  I waited to see 
whether they would lie and not payout 
and finally I was happy aobut the payout.

Dorcas Njeru

First I thought maybe the seed stock was 
being pushed and I also thought they 
could be lying. After we received the pay-
out I was glad. Now I am advising my son 
to take insurance.
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Since we cannot control the weather.

Charity N. Kinyua

I took the insurance because of the benefit 
of compensation after crop failure. We are 
used to being lied to and I know that insur-
ance people are normally fake. No my friend 
told me that my insurance is better than 
his car’s. Now we would want insurance of 
more things.

Simon  Macharia 

I decided to try it because of the droughts 
we experience.  We have seen a lot of proj-
ects being promoted so I did not give it too 
much thought. But the compensation made 
me happy, this is a good company.

Simon Mwangi

I thought it’s a strategy for Syngenta to 
attract more customers and that it would 
not be true that I will be compensated if 
crop fails. They paid out as they promised, I 
believe it now. The insurance should include 
fertilizer.

Susan Wambui

We were just waiting to see what happens. 
It was an honest company, I was happy af-
ter the payout. Can we get other crops like 
beans insured?

Charles Muriithi

Through training I understood the benefit 
of covering my crop against drought. A the 
same time I thought that you were brokers 
and liars. Yet, I got a refund of my invest-
ment. I believe you now and will tell others 
about you.

Margaret Wambui

I was wondering how they would pay 
without visiting my field. When I received 
payout I thought that they are good people 
maybe they will help me in the long run.

Veronica Njeri Karwigi

I was trying it out. When the crop failed I 
did not know whether the insurance would 
really pay. Now I decided that I will try it 
again.

Justus Muriithi

This insurance It is benefiting us farmers. I 
had faith we would be paid, we had never 
been promised such. I was happy after 
the payout, the project should have come 
earlier. You did not insure for us fertilizer, 
we would like to use fertilizer but the cost is 
too high and we could lose our investment. 
Can you insure other crops for example 
beans. 

What farmers tell who took insurance in 2009 Protects your farming investment 
against extreme weather events.


